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Bigg boss 11 4th january 2018

Bigg BossSeason 11 surrenderedSalman KhanNo. Days105No. from housemates19WinnerShilpa ShindeRunner-upHina Khan Country of OriginIndiaNo. episode106ReleaseOriginal networkColors TVOriginal release1 October 2017 (2017-10-01) –14 January 2018 (2018-0 Season 11-14)Season chronology←
PreviousSeason 10Next →Season 12 Bigg Boss 11 is the eleventh season of indian reality TV series Bigg Boss, which aired on Colors TV. Salman Khan is back to host the show for the eighth time. The show's 1st grand finale premiered on 14 January 2018 and Shilpa Shinde was named the winner while Hina Khan
was runner-up. [2] This was the second season of Bigg Boss to appear on Voot. Like previous seasons, viewers are offered expansion properties such as Unseen Undekha, Cutless and a new weekend special, Bigg Buzz. [3] For the first time, voting could only be done through Voot. [4] Home counterparts status
Housemate Day entered Day came out Score Shilpa Day 1 Day 105 Winner Hina Day 1 Day 105 1. runner-up Vikas Day 1 Day 105 Second runner-up Puneesh Day 1 Day 105 Evicted Aka day 1 day 102 Evicted Luva Day 1 day 98 Evicted Dan Priyanka 1 Day 6 Ejected day 126 Day 90 Evicted Arshi Day 1 Day 83
Evicted Hiten Day 1 Day 77 Evicted by Home Colleagues Band Day 1 Day 63 Evicted Dan Sapne 1 Day 55 Evicted Day Be Be 1 Day 49 Evicted Sabyasachi Day 1 Day 42 Evicted Mehjabi Evicted Pooja (Dhinchak Pooja) Day 21 Day 35 Evicted Dan Jyoti 1 Day 28 Evicted Lucinde Day 1 Day 15 Evicted by Home
Colleagues Sshivani Day 1 Day 14 Evicted Zubair Day 1 Day 7 Evicted Housemates Participants in Order of Appearance and Enrolled in the House Are :[5][6] Original participants Hiten Tejwani – TV/Film Actor. [7] [8] [9] [10] Hiten is remembered for his roles in Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi, Pavitra Rishta, Balik
Vadhu, Ganga. Luv Tyagi – Model, civil engineer from Delhi. Mehjabi Siddiqui – housewife. [12] [13] Mehjabi is a housewife who said she calls herself the voice of all daughters in the law of the land. Lucinda Nicholas – Australian model, actress and yoga instructor. [15] [16] was born and raised in South Australia. She
made her Bollywood film debut 'Boss' featuring Akshay Kumar and Yo Yo Honey Singh in the famous song 'Party All Night'. She also made an Australian film. In 2016 she played a cameo role in the ekta Kapoor show Pardes Mein Hai Mera Dil. Sabyasachi Satpathy – TV presenter, dancer, designer. Sapna Choudhary –
Haryanvi dancer. [18] [19] Sshivani Durga – Self-styled woman of God Priyank Sharma – dancer, model, reality TV star. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Priyank is known for participating in MTV Roadies and MTV Splitsvilla (2017). He appeared in the series Meri Awaaz Hi Pehchaan Hai. Benafsha Soonawalla – MTV VJ, model.
[25] [26] [27] [28] Benafsha is a VJ who was one of the contestants on MTV (2015). Akash Dadlani Dadlani Landmark. Jyoti Kumari – Student. Bandgi Kalra – model and software engineer. [29] [30] [31] [32] He hails from Punjab and currently lives in Mumbai. Arshi Khan – Model, actress and dancer. [33] Hina Khan – TV
actress. [34] [35] [36] [2] Hina is known for her role as Akshara Singhanie in Ky Kehata Hai's Yeh Risht. She was a contestant and first runner-up on Fear Factor: Khatron Ke Khiladi (2017). Puneesh Sharma – reality TV star. He is the winner of the reality show Sarkaar Ki Duniya (2009). Vikas Gupta – producer. [37] Vikas
was known as the host of MTV India and &amp;TV. He was also the chief creative producer of Kis Desh Mein Hai Meraa Dil. Shilpa Shinde – Television Actress. [38] [39] [2] Shilpa is known for her role as Angoori Bhabhi in Bhabi Ji Ghar Par hain. Wild Card Entrants Dhinchak Pooja – Singer. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45]
Special episodes Week(s) Title Date Guest(s) Notes 1 Bigg Boss – Friday Ka Faisla 6 October 2017 Pritam Singh and Malishka RJ As the panelist. 2 Bigg Boss – Friday Ka Faisla 13 October 2017 Manu Punjabi and Sargun Mehta as panellist. 12 Bigg Boss – Weekend ka Vaar – LIVE 23 December 2017 no one Live
vote between Priyanka and Vikas to determine the first semi-finalist on 13 30 December 2017 Live voting between Hina and Shilpa to determine the most entertainers. 14 14 January 2018 Live vote between Hine Khan and Shilpe Shinde to determine who should be the winner,between the two celebrities. Guest
appearances This article contains content that is written like an ad. Please improve it by removing promotional content and inappropriate external links and adding encyclopedic content written from a neutral point of view. –January 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Weeks Guest(s) Note
Grand Premiere Varun Dhawan To promote their film Judwaa 2 Jacqueline Fernandez Taapsee Pannu 1am Pritam Singh As Friday's panelist Ka Faisla Malishka RJ Rohit Shetty will again promote her film Golmaal. Ajay Devgn Parineeti Chopra Tabu Tusshar Kapoor Shreyas Talpade Kunal Khemu 2 Manu Punjabi As a
panelist on Friday Ka Faisla Sargun Mehta Ravi Dubey give the task for home colleagues. Rithvik Dhanjani 3 Arjun Bijlani From Colors' Parivaar and promote Laado 2. Rashami Desai Jasmin Bhasin Rubina Dilaik Avika Gor Meghna Malik Aditya Narayan to promote fun Ki Raat 4 Gauahar Khan Give away special power.
Rohit Shetty To celebrate the success of her film Golmaal again. Ajay Devgn Parineeti Chopra Tabu Manu Punjabi As a former contestant last season and to motivate her fellow colleagues. Lopamudra Raut Dipika Kakar To promote Ki Raat Devyansh Party Balraj Syal 5 Manasi Parekh Support Hiten Tejwani Tanisha
Mukherjee To judge the task for immunity in the following nominations. Karanvir Bohra Sweta Singh 6 Kapil Sharma To promote his films Firangi and Tumhari Vidya Balan 7 Sunny Leone To promote her films Tera Intezaar and Padmavati Arbaaz Khan Deepika Padukone 8 Remo D'Souza To promote her film Race 3
Ramesh S. Taurani Bobby Deol Jacqueline Fernandez Saqib Saleem Daisy Shah 9 Katrina Kaif To promote her film Tiger Zinda Hai 10 Puneesh's Father To surprise contestants in Statue Task Arshi's father Geeta Shinde (Shilpa's mother) Divya Agarwal (Priyanka's ex) Sharda Gupta (Vikas' mother) Akash's mother
Rocky Jaiswal (Hina's boyfriend) Luv's father Gauri Tejwani (Hiten's wife) Karan Patel Former contestants and TV actor motivate contestants Rohan Mehra Karishma Tanna Pulkit Samrat to promote their film Fukrey Returns Rich Chadda Manjda Singh Varun Sharma 11 Mouni Roy Guest appearance 12 Mi Singh Guest
appearance 13 Bandgi Kalra (Punnesh's girlfriend) Guest appearance by Shilpa's brother Rocky Jaiswal (Hina's boyfriend) Luv's Mother Akash's Mother Vikas's Mother Priyanka's Mother Balraj Sayal Guest appearance 14 Early Mukerji To promote his film Hichki Manoj Bajpayee Promote his film Aiyaary Rakul Preet
Singh Sidharth Malhotra 15 Arshi Khan Give the task of contestants Grand Finale Akshay Kumar to promote his film Padman. Krystle D'Souza To promote his new show Belan Wali Bahu Dheeraj Sarna Weekly Summary Week 1 Enters Akash, Arshi, Bandgi, Benafsha, Hina, Hiten, Jyoti, Priyank, Puneesh, Shilpa,
Sapna,[46] Sshivani,[47] Vikas and Zubair entered bigg boss's house on the first day. Nominations Bigg Boss announced the first nomination of the season (Open Nominations), where each roommate must take the two names he wants to nominate. Bigg Boss says who they want to nominate, they have to put a stamp
on their face and nominate them. Hina, Jyoti, Shilpa and Zubair were nominated in the process. [49] Later, Bigg Boss announced that Neighbor had gained special power where they could save one nominated contestant and nominate two other contestants. That's when Neighbor saved Hina and nominated Arshi and
Bandgi. As a result, Arshi, Bandgi, Jyoti, Shilpa and Zubair have been nominated for next week. [48] [49] [50] Tasks of BB Farm Housemates were given a set of tasks, which they had to complete on/before the time given by Padosis. Padosis's score got assignments against the home team with a score of 3:2. The
Padosis Award received a luxury budget, all to itself. The prison cellmate had to decide on any three roommates who would have to spend the night in jail. Roommates choose Shilpa, Arshi and Akash. But Padosis had the power to replace one roommate, they decided to save Arshi and replace her with Zubair. Other
tasks of Padosis were given the secret task of inventing a false story about them relating to a man named M.P.Siddiqui, who died. Priyank Sharma's exit was ejected from the house on October 6th. with Akas and physically pushing him, breaking the rules of the house. Zubair Khan was kicked out of the house by a public
vote on May 7th. Week 2 Padosis entrances have been moved from Padosis House to Main House, now they will continue as home counterparts. Nominations In these nominations, roommates had to save one roommate (Open Nominations). Roommates got a chance to campaign for votes. Every time Bigg Boss
announces his roommate's name, he'll have to campaign and when the bell rings, the roommates give their vote to the rescue. Hina, Sapna, Sshivani and Vikas were nominated in the process. Later, Padosis was given special power to directly nominate one roommate. That is why Hina, Jyoti, Sapna, Sshivani and Vikas
were nominated in the process. The tasks of Raja Rani ki Kahani Hiten was king (Raja), Arshi and Shilpa are Queens (Ranis). Queens must win the King's heart, where King must have found out which of these Queens is good and bad queen. Later, Bigg Boss will ask the king, who's bad and who's good. If the king
correctly hits a good queen, he and the good queen will become contenders for the captaincy. But if the King gets it wrong, the two Queens will become candidates for captain. The other roommates are divided into two teams, one for each queen. Queen Arshi's team included Vikas, Puneesh, Lucinda, Jyoti, Hina and
Sabyasachi, and Queen Shilpa's team included Akash, Luv, Mehjabi, Bandgi, Sshivani, Sapna and Benafsha. These teams will have to build walls for the Palace in their color blocks. The Arshis were red blocks and Shilpa was blue blocks. The winning team will also become captaincy contenders. This assignment will
affect next week's nominations. Later, Bigg Boss invited two Queens into the confession room to find out who the bad queen and good queen was. Shilpa was a good queen and Arshi was a bad queen. The result Team Arshi won has more bricks on his wall, which includes Vikas, Puneesh, Lucinda, Jyoti, Hina and
Sabyasachi and became potential contenders for the captaincy. King Hiten had to guess which of the Queen was good queens, he chose Queen Arshi, which was incorrect and Arshi became the last potential candidate for captain. Captains housemates had to decide together two roommates who would compete for the
1st World Of England. They chose Puneesh and Hina. Later, Padosis was given special power to replace 1 candidate. They mistook Hina for Vikas. Other tasks Captain's task Puneesh and Vikas hung in the air, where other fellow passengers had to sacrifice their personal belongings/belongings in a weighting machine,
kept in front of competitors, a roommate who reaches 15 kg will become the first captain of the season. The result you shout won the task and became the first captain. Sentences to prison Captain Vikas had to decide that one roommate should go to jail, he chose Hina. Then They had to decide together for one
roommate to go to jail, they chose Arshi. Then the roommate had to decide together that one roommate should go to jail, they chose Sapna. Sshivani Durga's exit was ejected from the house by a public vote on 14 October. Week 3 SurpriseElimination Lucinda was kicked out of the house by her housemates. Roommates
were tasked with voting for any padosi to be kicked out of the house because they lost a secret assignment given to them by Bigg Boss. With eight votes for Lucinda and six votes for Luv, Lucinda was ousted on 15 October. Captain Vikas' nominations have the special power to nominate all seven roommates. And the
roommates had to nominate two roommates from those seven roommates. As a result, Hina, Sapna, Puneesh, Akash and Luv were nominated. However, there were no evictions for this week. The tasks of Jo mud gay, who limb gay (If you turn around, then you're out) For this task the garden area has been transformed
into a junkyard. The home counterparts were divided into 2 teams: Tim Puneesh: Arshi, Akash, Luv, Bandgi, Jyoti and Shilpa Team Vikas: Hina, Mehjabi, Hiten, Benafsha, Sabyasachi and Sapna Two teams will have to put their head on the rack and stand the longest, while the other team will have to try to keep their
heads off the national team, without touching. The Vikas score team (which included Hina, Mehjabi, Hiten, Benafsha, Sabyasachi and Sapna) stayed for 2 hours and 18mins, while the Puneesh team (which included Arshi, Akash, Luv, Bandgi, Jyoti and Shilpa) remained only 16mins. Tim Vikas was given the assignment.
Captains housemates had to decide among themselves two roommates from the winning team (Tim Vikas) who will compete for the next captain's game. They chose Hina and Sapna. Hina and Sapna had to choose each other's roommates to play for them. Hina chose Hiten and Sapna chose Puneesh. These two will sit
in a box and the other householders will put sand in it, and Hiten and Puneesh will remove the sand from the box. The box with the least sand will become the next captain. The result of Hina won the task and became captain. On the 16th day, Vikas was sent to prison for hitting Puneesh during a luxury budget
assignment and thus violating House rules. He was also fired from the captaincy and must not become captain for the show. On the 17th day, the roommates had to jointly decide on the two worst performers, who deserve a prison sentence. They chose Arshi and Jyoti. Entering the 21st day Pooja entered as the first wild
card. On the 26th day, Priyank re-entered the house after being ejected. Week 4 of Captain Hina and Wild Card Pooja nominations were assured of nominations. In these nominations, Bigg Boss himself nominated six roommates, who are victims of non-behavior of house rules. Bigg Boss nominated Bandgi, Shilpa,
Arshi, Vikas, Mehjabi and Puneesh. But they also gave them a chance to save themselves. There were two walls of friendship in the garden. One Bigg Boss at a time Announce one nominated roommate and one save roommate, these two will have to stand on both sides of the wall. The nominated roommate will hold
the hand of the housemate, if the nominated roommate leaves home help, she will be saved and the life-saving roommate will be nominated, but if the nominated roommate continues to hold the home roommate's hand to the buzzer, then the nominated roommate will be nominated. The nominees are Arshi and
Benafsha Shilpa and Hiten Bandgi and Luv Puneesh and Sapna Vikas and Sabyasachi Mehjabi, and Jyoti Akash and Hina As a result Benafsha, Shilpa, Luv, Sapna, Vikas, Jyoti and Akash were nominated. Tasks Cool I sim sim(Open!) The roommates were divided into two Teams Team Red and Team Blue and will
remain in a garden that has been transformed into a jungle. The main house will be a den, whenever the sound of Kul ja sim sim is heard, the door to the main house will be open for five minutes, any home colleague from each team can enter. But once they're in, they'll be off the job. At the end of the task, a team with
multiple home counterparts will win the task. Luv was not part of the task, but he had to see that no rules of the house were violated, if he himself could forcibly send the household to the house, therefore removing from the Task. Team Red: Hina, Benafsha, Mehjabi, Sabyasachi, Pooja, Shilpa and Hiten Team Blue:
Akash, Puneesh, Vikas, Jyoti, Arshi, Sapna and Bandgi Result Blue Team won the task with four roommates still in the task, while three are roommates on the Red Team. JailHousemates' sentences had to be jointly decided by the 1 worst performers on the Red Team, who deserves to be jailed. They chose Pooja.
Captain Hina had to decide that the two roommates were going to jail, she chose Akash and Arshi. Luxury budget = 0Bigg Boss took away all luxury budget points, for: 1. Sleep before lights out. 2. Throw water on microphones, even after constant talking. 3. Taking in English. 4. Puneesh, Bandgi and Arshi discuss the
nominations. Other tasks Sapna ki Adaalat (Sapnin dvor) Captain Hine gets the opportunity to be captain for another week Hina will have to answer questions asked by other co-experts. In the end, Sapna will decide if Hina deserves the captaincy for another week. Pooja's viral song To get her luxury badge back, Pooja
had to create a viral song on Bigg Boss House and her friends. Sapna ki Adaalat(Sapna sud) Sapna's result decided she didn't deserve the captaincy for another week. Pooja's Viral SongPooja successfully filmed the viral video. Exit day 28 Jyoti was expelled from the house by public vote. The captain's roommates had
to decide together three roommates from the winning team (Blue Team) who would compete for the next Captain. They chose Luv, Bandgi and Jyoti. These three will be tied to a portable stick. The roommate who stays the longest will become the next captain. As she was expelled during the task, replaced by Sapna.
The result of luv won the task and became captain. Week 5 nominations Captain Luv was safe from the nominations. In these nominations Bigg Boss is paired with roommates and they are invited to the confession room. In which they had to decide together which of them would be nominated. If they don't come to a



decision, they'll both be nominated. And they can't say anything about what happened at the Confessional. These were couples: Sabyasachi and Mehjabi (nominated by Sabyasachi) Shilpa and Akash (nominated by Shilpa) Priyank and Hiten (nominated by Hiten) Vikas and Sapna (nominated They nominated Sapna)
Hina and Puneesh (they nominated Hina) Arshi and Pooja (they nominated Pooja) Benafsha and Bandgi (they did not come to a decision) As a result, Sabyasachi, Shilpa, Hiten, Sapna, Hina, Pooja, Benafsha and Bandgi. Later, Bigg Boss himself nominated Priyanko for breaking the rules. (more in this week's penalties)
The tasks of the BB Pillow Factory Shilpa and Vikas were the businessmen of the factories. The rest of the others were workers of these factories, it was up to them to decide which factory they wanted to work for. Through the task, Bigg Boss will place orders, where business people have to hire workers and deliver an
order before another factory. Businessmen must pay for the work they have done. At the end of the task, the worker and businessman with the highest points will win. Vikas was given a secret assignment that if he was given the assignment, the penalty for not becoming captain for the rest of the season would be
removed. Result Workers' points in luxury budget task BB Cushion Factory: Benafsha – 1.11.650 points Hiten – 0 points Sabyasachi – 0 points Mehjabi – 0 points Arshi – 0 points Priyank – 0 Points Pooja – 0 points Bandgi – 0 points Sapna – 0 points Points Puneesh – 0 points Hina – 0 points Luv – 8,900 points Akash –
0 points Business points in luxury budget task BB Cushion Factory: Shilpa – 0 points Vikas – 99,800 points Benafsha won Task with 1.11.650 points And Vikas won Task with 99,800 points. Since Vikas was given the assignment, the penalty for not becoming captain until the end of the season was removed, however,
this week he was not allowed to become due to a violation of the rules. Sentences 29 days Bigg Boss nominated Priyanka for talking about the outside world and giving information to some of the co-candidates and during the nominations, which was supposed to be a secret process, appealed to the votes for Hiten in the
garden camera, immediately after leaving the Confession Room. JailOn Day 32, roommates had to jointly decide on the two worst performers in the luxury budget task, which deserves a prison sentence. They chose Vikas and Mehjabi. Captain Luv had to decide one roommate to go to jail; He chose Arshi. Captaincy of
Benafsh as luxury winner the task became the first candidate. And the roommates had to decide together the two roommates who were the best performers, who would compete for the next Captaincy. They chose Hiten and Puneesh. These 3 will ride their bikes in the garden and sometimes they had to drink a glass of
water. The roommate who stays the longest will become the next captain. Score Puneesh won the task and became the new captain. Other secret-revealing assignments the roommates had to tell 1 of their biggest secrets, which they didn't reveal to anyone and not in a bigg boss house. This task was judged by few
panelists. The roommate selected by the panelists will receive immunity in the next nominations. The result of Shilpa won the task and was immune from the nominations. Exit on the 35th day of Pooja was evicted from the house by a public vote. Week 6 nominations Captain Puneesh has given special power to nominate
any 7 roommates. And the roommates had to nominate two roommates out of those seven roommates. As a result, Priyank, Benafsha, Sabyasachi, Sapna and Mehjabi are nominated. Tasks For this task, the garden space has been converted to space. The roommates were astronauts who were struck in a spaceship.
Roommate who get off the spacecraft will be off the task and reward money in their name will be deducted from the winner of the prize money. To the sound of buzzers, the first roommate to descend will become a candidate for the next captain. 1st Buzzer: Sabyasachi – 70,000 2nd Buzzer: Bandgi – 1.75.000 3. Arshi –
3,10,000; Shilpa – 8,00,000; Mehjabi – 2,75,000 Mid-way: Benafsha – 10,000; Priyank: 60,000; Hina – 7.00.000; Vikas – 1.50.000; Luv – 1.00.000; Sapna – 11.00.000; Hiten – 10,00,000 Result Housemates were unsuccessful and reward money ₹. 0. On the 39th day benafsha was sent to prison for pulling Akaša by the
hair during a heated conversation and thus violating House rules. Prison colleagues had to jointly decide on the 2 worst performers, who deserve a prison sentence. They couldn't make a mutual decision. Then Bigg Boss gave 3 candidates (Sabyasachi, Bandgi and Akash) for the next captaincy, the chance to decide
each other's 2 worst performers and send them to prison. They chose Hina and Hiten. Captaincy Sabyasachi, Bandgi and Akash were candidates for the captaincy. Each of them had its own nest, and the other had an egg, and 3 cellmates in prison (Benafsha, Hina and Hiten) only had 1 egg. Roommates had to give their
eggs to a roommate of their choice. Captain Sabyasachi was given special power to let one roommate out of prison. The result of Sabyasachi won the task with all the eggs in his nest. He became captain, however, he was kicked out of the house. Captain Sabyasachi chose Hiten. Other tasks of Garnier Men All Clear
Task Housemates are paired, with 1 male and 1 female roommate. Man. He will have to pass the obstacle course to win the Garnier Mana Series title. A female roommate will wash her male roommate's face with Garnier's face wash. Priyank and Benafsha Puneesh and Bandgi Akash and Arshi Score time: Priyank and
Benafsha – 56 seconds 94 milliseconds Puneesh and Bandgi – 45 seconds 59 milliseconds Akash and Arshi – 40 seconds 78 milliseconds Akash and Arshi won the task with the lowest time. Exit Double EvictionOn Day 42, Mehjabi and Captain Sabyasachi were kicked out of the house by a public vote. Week 7
Nominations Phone TaskBigg Boss set up the phone on a life-guard chair (high-top chair) in the garden area. Whoever took the phone will be nominated. To save themselves from the nomination, they had to be tasked by another roommate. Benafsha had already been nominated for pulling Akasha by the hair last week
and violating house rules. At first, Hina answered the phone. Bigg Boss gave her a task where Luv had to tattoo ZERO with a mehhendium on his forehead, which he successfully did. However, Bigg Boss is withdrawing the decision to remove the ZERO label on its forehead as prohibited from applying makeup or
attempting to clean it. Then Bigg Boss nominated Akash. Bigg Boss gave him an assignment where Hiten had to chop up a picture given to him by his wife on Diwali, which he successfully did. Then Bigg Boss nominated Hiten. He was given a task where Priyank shaved his head, also successfully completed the task.
Then Bigg Boss nominated Priyanka. He was given a task where Benafsha had to be directly nominated for the next two weeks, which she successfully did. Then bigg boss nominated Shilpa.To save Shilpa, Vikas had to destroy his lost boys jacket, which he did to save Shilpa. Shilpa was asked to save Arshi from the
nomination by destroying a photo of a tiger sent by Shilpa's brother and destroying it to save Arshi. Arshi saved Vikas from the nomination by giving all his nights to Bigg Boss where Bandgi saved puneesh by giving all her clothes to Bigg Boss. Akash saved Bandgi by shaving his head while Puneesh was asked to wear a
salwar suit all week to save Sapna, which he denied. Hina saved Luv by destroying her soft toy. That's why Hina, Benafsha and Sapna were nominated. The tasks of BB Dino Park Puneesh, Luv and Vikas were dinosaurs and were locked in a cage located in the garden. Other fellow colleagues also played the role of
Park's staff. Photos of staff members are kept in the garden. When they hear the sound of dinosaurs (buzzers), the first dinosaur to emerge from the cage will eliminate one roommate from becoming a captaincy candidate by crushing their photo. The last remaining photo will become a candidate for captain, and the
dinosaur that comes out first for the most time will also become a candidate for Captain. 1. Buzzer: Luv – Shilpa 2nd Buzzer: Luv – Arshi 3rd Buzzer: Vikas – Hina 4th Buzzer: Luv Akash 5th Buzzer: Puneesh – Benafsha 6th Buzzer: Puneesh – Sapna 7th Buzzer: Puneesh – Priyank 8th Buzzer: Vikas – Hiten Resultgi
became a candidate for captaincy, and Puneesh and Luv became 2 other captaincy candidates with most of the way out of the cage. Captain Bandgi, Puneesh and Luv competed. They got a bowl of water. The roommate with the most water at the end of the mission will become the new captain. The result of the bandgi
won and became the new captain. Hina hid Luv's ZERO tattoo with make up on the 44th day, which went against the rules of the nomination process. Therefore, Bigg Boss withdraw the decision to save Hina for this eviction. Prison cellmates had to decide jointly on the two worst performers in the luxury budget task,
which deserves a prison sentence. They chose Shilpa and Arshi. Captain Bandgi had to have special power to save 1 roommate from going to jail from two roommates chosen by other liken ones and had to decide to let two more roommates go to jail. She saved Arshi and chose Akash and Luv to go to jail. Exit on the
49th day of Benafsha was expelled from the house by a public vote. Week 8 Nominations Appy Fizz feel fizz nominationsFor these nominations, there is an Appy Fizz safe zone in the garden. Members with membership at the end of six buzzers will be saved from this week's nominations. Suddenly, only four roommates
can have membership. At first, Bigg Boss gave Hina, Vikas, Hiten and Arshi membership. After each buzzer, home colleagues with membership will have to decide among themselves which of them should leave the Appy Fizz safe zone, and then decide which other roommate will take their place in the safe zone. 1st
Buzzer: Hina – Priyank 2nd Buzzer: Priyank – Sapna 3rd Buzzer: Sapna – Hina 4th Buzzer: Hina – Priyank 5th Buzzer: Priyank – Sapna 6th Buzzer: Sapna – Luv Akash used his Security Shield to protect himself from these nominations. Captain Bandgi had special power to save an insecure roommate, she chose
Puneesh. As a result, Hina, Sapna, Priyank and Shilpa. The tasks of the Bigg Boss CourtLiving area have been converted into a court. Arshi and Hiten were a couple who wanted a divorce. The Arshi family were Puneesh and Vikas – brothers, Shilpa was her mother and Vikas arshi's lawyer. The Hiten family was Hina –
sister, Luv and Akash – brothers, and Hina was Hiten's lawyer. Sapana and Bandgi were judges of the Court. After each session, the judges had to decide which of them proved correct. 1st session: Vikas 2nd session: Hina 3rd session: Hina Result Judges Bandhi and Sapna did not come to a conclusion and therefore
lost the task of luxury budget. The captain's roommates had to jointly decide on the top 5 performers in the luxury budget task. They chose Shilpa, Arshi, Hiten, Akash and Vikas. Photos of 5 competitors were kept in the garden and platform with a bottle Spray. The task will have a total of 4 buzzers, for each buzzed first
roommate who is not a candidate who will stand on the platform will get eliminated 1 candidate to become captain by spraying on the photo of that candidate. At the end of the 4 buzzers, a photo of a roommate who ran out of black spray will become the new Captain. 1st Buzzer: Luv – Vikas 2nd Buzzer: Priyank – Arshi
3rd Buzzer: Hina – Akash 4th Buzzer: Puneesh – Shilpa Result Hiten won and became the new Captain. JailOn Day 54 fines, roommates had to jointly decide the 3 worst performers in the luxury budget task, which deserves a prison sentence. They chose Sapna, Akasha and Bandgi. Exit on day 55, Sapna was kicked
out of the house by a public vote. Week 9 Nominations Each roommate had to nominate 2 roommates. As a result, Luv, Puneesh and Bandgi were nominated. The tasks of Gulliver and LilliputsHousemates were divided into 2 Team A and Team B. At the same time, the Lilliputs will have to torment 1 of the Gullivers and
force them to ring the bell and abandon the task. Vikas and Priyank were not part of the task, but they had to see that no house rules were violated. Team A: Hina, Akash, Luv and Arshi. Team B: Shilpa, Hiten, Puneesh and Bandgi. Day 1: Team Tormented Team B. Day Two: Team B tormented Team A. Score 3 home
colleagues from each team successfully stayed for the entire torture, so the score depended on 4. Team B won the assignment with Bandgi staying for 30 minutes, while Arshi stayed for just 5 min Team B. Penalties JailOn Day 60, Housemates had to mutually decide the 3 worst performers in the luxury budget task,
which deserves a prison sentence. They chose Arshi, Puneesh and Bandgi. Captain Vikas and Priyank have successfully done their job in the luxury budget task. They've become two candidates for the captaincy. The result of vikas won and became the new captain. Exit On day 63, Bandgi was kicked out of the house
by a public vote. Week 10 nominations every roommate had to save 1 roommate. With 0 votes to save, Luv and Akash were nominated. But Captain Vikas was given special power to replace the candidate, saved Luv and nominated Silo. As a result, Akash and Shilpa were nominated for eviction. However, the voting
lines are closed for this week, so for the second time there have been no eliminations. Task BB Day CareU will initially all roommates be candidates for the captaincy. After each buzz, 1 roommate will lose his captaincy. The garden has been transformed into Children's Park and Baby Day Care. Each roommate will have
a doll of a different roommate and have to babysit. Roommates have to take care of their babies. When the buzz is heard, the roommates have to rush to Day Care with their baby and will have to park at 1 of the slots there. A roommate who lost his parking space will be eliminated from the mission, and that roommate's
doll will their captaincy. 1st Buzzer: Priyank fails to place the baby in a parking space so puneesh falls out of the captaincy. Priyank becomes moderator (Sanchalak) of the task. 2. Buzz: Arshi fails to put the baby in a parking space, so shilpa falls out of the captaincy. 3rd buzz: Akash fails to put the baby in a parking
space so Hiten falls out of the captaincy. 4. Buzz: Hina fails to put the baby in a parking space so that Akash falls out of the Captaincy. 5th Buzzer: Shilpa fails to put the baby in a parking space so Priyank falls out of the Captaincy. 6th Buzzer: Luv fails to place the baby in a parking space so Vikas falls out of the
Captaincy. 7. Buzzer: Puneesh fails to place the baby in a parking space so luv falls out of the Captaincy. 8. Buzzer: Hiten fails to put the baby in a parking space so that Hina falls out of the Captaincy. The result of Vikas was the last roommate left with his baby Arshi. So Arshi became the new captain. Luxury budget
task Statue's home counterparts are to follow orders passed by BIGG BOSS. The list of orders placed by Bigg Boss :- Freeze – Roommate(s) must be frozen immediately. Release – Roommates get rid of freezing. Home counterparts result successful in the task. Exit without eviction because the voting lines were closed.
Week 11 Nominations for these nominations, Bigg Boss divided his home counterparts into 2 teams: Tim Red: Shilpa, Hiten, Luv and Priyank. Team Blue: Vikas, Akash, Puneesh and Hina. The garden was converted into two parts for two teams with a tree between each other. This tree contained the apples of
housemates on each team. Roommates need to make sure their team has more apples at the end of the task. At every buzzer, Captain Arshi has to cut one roommate's apple, therefore nominating them. 1st Buzzer: Akash (from Team Blue) 2nd Buzzer: Hina (from Team Blue) 3rd Buzzer: Shilpa (from Team Red) 4th
Buzzer: Luv (from Team Red) 5th Buzzer: Priyank (from Team Red) As a result, Team Blue had more apples, therefore they were safe from the nomination. And Team Red: Shilpa, Hiten, Luv and Priyank were nominated for eviction. Tasks of BB Lab For this task, roommates are divided into humans and robots. Humans
have to try to extract emotions from robots, where robots have to try not to. At every buzzer, Bigg Boss will give emotion through the sliding pool door, which people will have to take those emotions out of the robot. Puneesh was the moderator of the (Sanchalak) task. Day 1 assignment, people: Vikas, Shilpa, Luv and
Arshi. Robots: Hina, Hiten, Priyank and Akash. 1st Buzzer: Anger (गु सा-Gussa) 2nd Buzzer: Cry (रोना-Rona) 3rd Buzzer: Laugh (हँसना-Hansana) 4th Buzzer: Anger (गु सा-Gussa) Day 2 assignment, People: Hina, Hiten, Priyank and Akash. Robots: Vikas, Shilpa, Luv and Arshi. 1. Buzzer: Anger 2nd Buzzer: Cry (रोना-
Rona) 3rd Buzzer: Laugh (हँसना-Hansana) 4th Buzzer: Anger (गु सा-Gussa) Result Red: Vikas, Shilpa, Luv and Arshi successfully drew emotions. Sentences prison Captain Arshi had to send 1 roommate to prison. She chose Akasha. The roommates had to jointly decide on the two worst performers in the luxury budget
task, which deserves a prison sentence. They chose Priyanko and Hiten. CaptainCy Bigg Boss ordered the captain to make the winning team will select two candidates, including a sanchalak for the captaincy debate. Later, the winning team failed to select any candidates for captain and so the captain was installed this
week as Bigg Boss ordered. The result No captain named Exit on day 77, Hiten and Priyank received the fewest votes in the public vote. As a twist, the roommates had to vote to save one roommate. As a result, Hiten was ousted with a 4:3. 12th week of bigg boss nomination himself nominated entire co-involved except
Hina for the nomination debate thus breaking the house rule. Tasks BB Poultry FarmIng Initially all roommates will be candidates for the captaincy. The garden is turned into a poultry house and a hen laying golden eggs. After each buzzer, the hen lays a golden egg with the face of a roommate, the egg represents the
captaincy on that roommate. That roommate has to make sure that that roommate's egg isn't dumped in the pool by the next buzzer, so she becomes a captaincy candidate, but if the egg is thrown into the pool he/she will lose the captaincy. A roommate who keeps his egg can not carry an egg, the egg must be in the
nest. Roommates need to make sure that by the end of the task at least four eggs will be thrown into the pool. 1st buzzer: Puneesh's egg - Akash threw his egg in the pool. 2nd Buzzer: Hina's Egg- She became the first female captaincy contender. 3rd Buzzer: Arish's Egg- Priyank threw her egg in the pool. 4. Buzzer:
Akash's Egg - Puneesh threw his egg in the pool. 5th Buzzer: Vikas' egg - Akash threw his egg into the pool. 6th Buzzer: Priyank's Egg- Became the second candidate for captain. 7th Buzzer: Shilpa's Egg- Became the third female captaincy contender. 8th Buzzer: Luv's Egg- Became the fourth candidate for captain. The
result of Hina, Priyank, Shilpa and Luv became 4 candidates for the captaincy. Prison cellmates had to jointly decide to let three roommates go to jail. They chose Akaša, Vikas and Arshi. Captaincy hina, Priyank, Shilpa and Luv were 4 candidates for the captaincy. In the garden there was a giant photo frame, in which 4
candidates had to stand, until only one roommate stood. Other roommates have to try to get candidates out of the photo frame. The result of Hin became the new captain. Exit on day 83, Arshi was kicked out of the house by a public vote. Special As Arshi was ejected she received a Bigg Bomb. that could have sent any
two roommates to the semifinals. She chose Vikas and Priyanka. That's when the public voted LIVE to send any of them to semifinal week. Priyank – 67% Vikas – 71% As a result, Vikas was sent directly to the semifinal week. Week 13 Nominations 42 minutesHina, the captain and Vikas who was sent directly to
semifinal week have saved from this nomination. The other involved had to go to the Dome, which is present in the garden and had to press a button when they thought 42 minutes had passed. Where the roommate in the dome had to count to 42 minutes, the rest of the involved had to upset their roommate and make
sure they forgot the count. If the co-offenders pressed the button exactly or close to 42 minutes, it will become a save, but if it is wrong they will be nominated for Eviction. As a result, the 2 roommates with the most boring time of 42 minutes were, Luv was 9 minutes and 55 seconds late (i.e. he pressed the button after
51:55 minutes), and Priyank was 10 minutes and 57 seconds earlier (i.e. pressed the button after 31:03 mins). Therefore, Priyank and Luv were nominated for eviction. The tasks of Ghar ayie Gharwale (Beloved in the House)For this week Task, the favorites of the housemate moved into the Neighbors (Padois)
House.Housemates must make neighbors happy and win their hearts. During this task, the meeting members will receive individual challenges, and the winner of each challenge will be determined by the decision of the Neighbors, to win each challenge the roommate receives a certain number of points. At the end of the
task, the roommate (s) with the most points will win the Task and meet their loved ones. Challenge 1: Cooking competition- Roommates had to individually prepare a dish for neighbors. The winner will get 60 points. Challenge 2: Comedy competition- Roommates had to be compatriots and entertain Neighbors. The
winner will get 60 points. Challenge 3: Invisible Competition- Housemates had to completely ignore that roommate from the beginning of the buzzer to the ultimate buzzer, where this roommate had to try to get their attention and react to them. The winner will get 60 points. Row: Hina, Priyank, Shilpa, Luv, Puneesh,
Akash and Vikas. Vikas Gupta's Secret TaskVikas has a secret mission. He's got three challenges to complete and if he passes them, they'll all have a party ready for them. Ghar Ayie Gharwale (Loved in the House) 1st Challenge result: Shilpa won the challenge and scored 60 points. Challenge 2: Hina won the
challenge and scored 60 points. Challenge 3: Luv won the challenge and got 60 points. Vikas Gupta undercover Vikas successfully passed all challenges. Prison cellmates had to decide together that one roommate should go to jail. They chose Akash. Exit 90. Week 14 Nominations 42 minutes Contestants had to rank
From No. 1-6. The order follows by names: 1 – Akash 2 – Puneesh 3 – Luv 4 – Shilpa 5 – Hina 6 – Vikas This was also the task of the nomination and those of 3-6 were nominated while Akash and Puneesh were saved. That's why Luv, Shilpa, Hina and Vikas were nominated for this week's nomination. The tasks of
Mount BBFor this week task, there is a mountain created in the garden, prisoners will have the fate of other prisoners in their hands, each prisoner will carry another prisoner's bag and keep hiking on the mountain, if you do not want to keep that prisoner's bag then you can empty it. There will be rounds in this mission.
There is a traffic light where all prisoners have three magnetic bags, after each stop/round of emptying each other's bags, all prisoners will weigh their bags on the scales and the one whose weight is at least will lose one magnetic bag, the prisoner who loses all the magnetic bags will be out of the race. Hina will be
responsible for weighing all bags and updating traffic lights. The two inmates who have the most magnetic bags at the end of the task will win a ticket to the final. Result won – Luv and Puneesh Fines Come out on day 97, Luv is kicked out of the house by public vote. Week 15 assignments to Arshi Chahte Hai For this
assignment, Arshi Khan returned. The prisoners have to use the delivery box, we'll send the inmates photos one by one, then the other inmates will go to Aris and say what they're most unusual to do with the person whose photo came in the delivery box, Arshi will pick one prisoner who he thinks has the most decided
idea and she'll give that prisoner a chance to be mean to the person in the delivery box, At first on the most decided cover board, Aakashi is there, Arshi will choose a prisoner to be mean who gives the most challenging options and if the prisoner is able to complete his challenge then the photo of that prisoner will be
placed on the board replacing the photo of the previous one that is Aakash right now , the one who will not complete the challenge the photo will not change to the most reassuring board. At the end of the task, the one whose photo is on board will win the task and get the opportunity to win money. Arshi says you have to
be meaner than evil. Won score – Vikas Happenings Day 98 : As it comes to the last nomination, Bigg Boss nominated all five. As a result, Hina, Puneesh, Akash, Shilpa and Vikas were nominated for eviction. Day 99: Arshi Khan re-entered as a guest for assignment. Day 101: The Arshi task continues and Akash is
voted out. Day 102: A new assignment is announced as Vikas City in which he will be a cruel dictator, prisoners will have to follow his orders, and Vikas will try so hard to irritate them that prisoners try to abandon the task. Prisoners must obey Vikas' orders as soon as they give them. Day 103: Vikas City continues, and
Hina is declared the winner of the last assignment. Day 104: Bigg Boss shows that all finalists travel through Exit on Day 101, Akash is evicted from the house suočavanje s javnim glasovanjem. Finalisti Pobjednik Shilpa Shinde Drugoplasirani Hina Khan Treće mjesto Vikas Gupta Četvrto mjesto Puneesh Sharma
Nominacije tablica Tjedan 1 Tjedan 2 Tjedan 3 Tjedan 4 Tjedan 6 Tjedan 6 Tjedan 7 Tjedan 8 Tjedan 9 Tjedan 10 Tjedan 11 Tjedan 12 Tjedan 13 Tjedan 14 Tjedan 15 Dan 71 Dan 77 Dan 102 Dan 105 HouseCaptain No Captain Vikas Hinas Puneesh Sabyasachi Bandgi Hiten Vikas Arshi No Captain Hina No Captain's
Nomination Not Eligible SapnaShilpaHinaPuneeshMehjabiLuvAkash Akash (to evict) Noteligible BenafshaLuvSabyasachiPriyankSapnaMehjabiHiten Captain EvictEd Puneesh(to save) AkashPuneesh(iseliti) Luv(spasiti)Shilpa (iseliti) HitenLuvPriyankShilpa (za iseljenje) Zapaljivo glasovanje za: Evict Save Eject Evict
Save / Evict None Evict Save none Save none WIN Shilpa HinaSapna Arshi LuvHina Hiten(spasiti) Shilpa SabyasachiPriyank Arshi(spasiti) Nominirani PriyankLuv Puneesh Noteligible Priyank NoNominations Noteligible Nominated Winner (Day 105) Hina VikasZubair Jyoti Lucinda AkashPuneesh HouseCaptain Hina
MehjabiSapna Luv(to save) Nominiran PuneeshBandgi Priyank Noteligible Priyank NoNominations HouseCaptain Noteligible Nominated Nominated 1st Runner-up(Day 105) Vikas ArshiShilpa Jyoti HouseCaptain Sabyasachi(to save) Sapna LuvSabyasachi Shilpa(to save) Noteligible LuvHina HouseCaptain Noteligible
Hiten NoNominations SemiFinalist Noteligible Nominated Nominated 2nd Runner-up(Day 105) Puneesh BenafshaVikas Akash Lucinda MehjabiHina Sapna(to evict) Hina HouseCaptain Sapna(to evict) Noteligible LuvAkash Shilpa Noteligible Hiten NoNominations Noteligible Nominated Nominated Evicted(Day 105)
Akash PriyankSshivani Puneesh Lucinda SapnaHina Noteligible Shilpa PriyankBenafsha Bandgi(to save) SafetyShield PuneeshBandgi Shilpa Noteligible Priyank NoNominations Noteligible Nominated Evicted(Day 102) Luv ArshiBandgi Jyoti(to evict) Lucinda HinaSapna Bandgi(to save) HouseCaptain SapnaBenafsha
Hina(to save) Noteligible PuneeshBandgi Hina Noteligible Priyank NoNominations Noteligible Evicted(Day 98) Priyank ShilpaZubair Ejected(Day 6) Hiten MehjabiSabyasachi Hiten(to save) Nominated PuneeshBandgi Arshi Noteligible BTM 2 NoNominations Noteligible Evicted(Day 90) Arshi HinaShilpa Shilpa Luv
LuvHina Benafsha(to evict) Pooja PriyankBenafsha Vikas(to save) Noteligible PuneeshBandgi Hiten HouseCaptain Hiten NoNominations Evicted(Day 83) Hiten PuneeshZubair Jyoti Luv PuneeshLuv Shilpa(to evict) Hiten MehjabiSabyasachi Akash( spasiti) Zapaljiva kućaCaptain Shilpa Noteligible BTM 2 Deložirani od
strane kućnih kolega ( Dan 77) Bandgi JyotiShilpa Jyoti Lucinda HinaMehjabi Luv (za iseljenje) Benafsha BenafshaSapna Puneesh (spasiti) HouseCaptain LuvAkash Deložirani (Dan 63) Sapna JyotiShilpa Bandgi Lucinda HinaShilpa Puneesh (spasiti) Sapna LuvHiten Zapaljivo nominirani deložirani (55. dan) Benafsha
JyotiShilpa Jyoti Luv AkashPuneesh Arshi Bandgi MehjabiSabyasachi Priyank(to Priyank(to Evicted(Day 49) Sabyasachi ArshiBandgi Jyoti(to evict) Luv SapnaHina Vikas(to save) Sabyasachi PriyankSapna Evicted(Day 42) Mehjabi ArshiBandgi Jyoti(to evict) Lucinda SapnaAkash Jyoti(to evict) Sabyasachi
BenafshaPriyank Evicted(Day 42) Pooja Not in house Exempt Pooja Evicted(Day 35) Jyoti BenafshaHina Benafsha Luv PuneeshShilpa Mehjabi(to save) Evicted(Day 28) Lucinda ArshiBandgi Jyoti(to evict) Luv Evicted by Housemates (Day 15) Sshivani AkashShilpa Hiten Evicted(Day 14) Zubair JyotiPriyank
Evicted(Day 7) Notes 1, 2 3 4 5, 6 7, 8, 9, 10 11, 12, 13 5, 14 15 16, 17, 18 19 20, 21 22 23 24 25 Nominated Arshi Bandgi Hina Jyoti Shilpa Zubair HinaJyotiSapnaSshivaniVikas Lucinda LuvMehjabiSabyasachi AkashHinaLuvPuneeshSapna AkashBenafshaJyotiSapnaShilpaVikas
BandgiBenafshaHinaHitenPoojaPriyankSabyasachiSapnaShilpa BenafshaMehjabiPriyankSabyasachiSapna BenafshaHinaSapna HinaPriyankSapna Shilpa LuvPuneeshBandgi AkashShilpa HitenLuvPriyankShilpa HitenPriyank AkashArshiLuvPriyankPuneeshShilpaVikas LuvPriyank LuvShilpaHinaVikas
AkashHinaPuneeshShilpaVikas HinaPuneeshShilpaVikas Ejected Priyank None Re-entered None Priyank None Evicted Zubair Sshivani Lucinda 8 of 15 votes to evict None Jyoti Pooja Mehjabi Benafsha Sapna Bandgi None Hiten3 of 7 votes to save Arshi Priyank Luv Akash Puneesh Vikas Hina Shilpa Sabyasachi Ref
[51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [57] 57] [59] [60] N/A [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] indicates that the roommate was directly nominated for eviction.   shows that the roommate was immune before the nominations.   denotes a winner.   indicates the companion first.   indicates the second runner-up.   marks the third runner-up
place.   shows that the contestant has been expelled.   shows that the contestant is out due to an emergency.   shows that the contestant has been expelled.   home captain.   shows that the contestant has been nominated. Nomination notes ^1 : This roommate was a current member of Padosi (neighbor) and could not
be nominated for eviction through the standard nomination process that week. Their identities were hidden from non-members. ^2: Padoza (Neighbors) was given special power to save one nominated roommate and directly nominated 2 roommates. They saved Hina and nominated Arshi and Bandgie. ^3 : Padoza
(Neighbors) was given special power to directly nominate one roommate and they chose Jyoti. ^4 : Padoza failed to complete a secret task. As punishment, they were all directly nominated for Instant Ejection. All roommates, except Captain Vikas, voted to expel One of Padosi's roommates. ^5: The captain has been
given special power to nominate seven roommates. However, the voting lines were closed and therefore there was no emigration. ^6: Roommates could only select two roommates for the nomination between seven nominated roommates by Captain Vikas. Housemates they didn't choose The captain has therefore
become immune. ^7: In these nominations, Bigg Boss nominated Arshi, Bandgi, Mehjabi, Puneesh, Shilpa and Vikas himself, who were victims of non-follow-up to house rules. Pooja is exempt from the nominations because it was her first week. ^8 : Bigg Boss asked the nominees to hold the hand of the rescued locals
and if they leave the hand they will be rescued and the rescued locals will be nominated, but if they hold their hand for up to half an hour, they will remain nominated and the rescued locals will remain saved. ^9 : The pair were Arshi and Benafsha, Bandgi and Luv, Mehjab and Jyoti, Puneesh and Sapna, Shilpa and Hiten,
Vikas and Sabyasachi. Arshi, Bandgi, Mehjabi and Puneesh abandoned their partner's hand and nominated them and were rescued themselves. Shilpa and Vikas did not abandon their partner's hand and thus saved their partner and were nominated themselves. ^10: Bigg Boss asked Hina, the captain of the house, to
hold Akash's hand. If she gets out of his hand, he'll be nominated, but if she doesn't, they'll both be saved from the nominations. Hina decided to leave Akash's hand. ^11 : Bigg Boss made seven pairs that included Hiten and Priyank, Sapna and Vikas, Pooja and Arshi, Benafsha and Bandgi, Akash and Shilpa, Hina and
Puneesh, Mehjabi and Sabyasachi and were asked to give the name of the roommate to be nominated by mutual consent. Another person would be saved from the nominations. If they haven't been able to decide at a certain time, they'll both be nominated. ^12 : Hiten, Sapna, Pooja, Shilpa, Hina and Sabyasachi decided
to be nominated. Benafsha and Bandgi have not made up their minds and both have nominated themselves. ^13 : Bigg Boss has asked all couples not to say anything about nominations to any other contestant until announced by the head of BIGG himself. Priyank, after leaving the confession room, appealed to his fans
to save Hiten, thus breaking the rule. Bigg Boss nominated him himself. ^14: Shilpa received immunity from Tanisha Mukherjee, Karanvir Bohra and Sweta Singh by winning the Secret task. ^15 : Benafsha broke the rule by physically meeting Akasha, in the previous week. Bigg Boss himself nominated her directly for
this week, while Hina withdrew from being preserved for the week after removing a ZERO tattoo made on Luv's forehead that was made to save her as the BIGG boss said she wasn't applying any makeup or trying to clean up during the nomination process. ^16 : Appy Fizz feel fizz nominations for these nominations,
there is an Appy Fizz safe zone in the garden. Members with membership will be saved from this week's nominations. At the end of six buzzers Vikas, Hiten, Arshi and Luv had membership. And make sure of this nomination. ^17 : Akash saved himself using his Security Shield gave by Gauahar Khan in 4. ^18 : Captain
Bandgi had a special to save an insecure roommate, she saved Puneesh. ^19 : It was the first regular nomination held this season as the contestant heads to the confession room to give two names. ^20: Roommates rescued one roommate. The captain was given special power to save one nominated roommate and
directly nominate one safe roommate. ^21 : Both nominated contestants were declared safe, so there was no eviction because the voting lines were closed. ^22 : Roommates were nominated for failing in the task by having a small number of apples on their tree. ^23 : Hiten and Priyank received the fewest votes in the
public vote. As a twist, the roommates had to vote to save one roommate. ^24: Bigg Boss himself nominated entire members except Hina for the nomination debate, thus breaking the house rule. ^25 : The two roommates with the fairest time of 42 minutes were, Luv was 9 minutes late for 55 seconds (i.e. he pressed the
button after 51:55 minutes), and Priyank was 10 minutes 57 seconds earlier (i.e. pressed the button after 31:03 mins). Therefore, Priyank and Luv were nominated for eviction. References ^ Play premiere date revealed. India Today. On August 30, 2017 ^ b c Shilpa Shinde wins Bigg Boss 11, Hina Khan becomes first
runner-up. The Indian Express. , 14 January 2018, 2018 ^ Best media information; 70 million views in just the first 10 days of Bigg Boss 11 on Voot. [better source needed] ^ Ad Age India; Voting on Voot. [better source needed] ^ Bigg Boss 11 List of contestants: Who are Bigg Boss 11 celebrities and commoners?.
SocioFreak, sociofreak. October 1, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Shilpa Shinde for Hina Khan, celelebs to be locked inside the house | The time of India. The time of India. November 2017 ^ BIGG BOSS 11: 'Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi' actor Hiten Tejwani last entering the show. LIVE ABP. September 2017 ^ EXCLUSIVE:
Hiten Tejwani before entering Bigg Boss House 11: My wife Gauri Pradhan said if you come in, you better win. October 3, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11 written update, December 17, 2017: Home colleagues move out Hiten Tejwani, save Priyank Sharma. Date: 31 December 2017 ^ Hiten Tejwani: I'm SHOCKED Shilpa Shinde is
the reason for my eviction. Date: 31 December 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11, Day 98 Highlights: Luv Tyagi gets kicked out, Sidharth Malhotra applauds Hina Khan for her acting prowess. January 7, 2018 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Who is Mehjabi Siddiqui? Profile, biography, photos and videos. October 2, 2017 ^ BIGG BOSS 11: SHELL
SHOCKING! Mehjabi Siddiqui and Sabyasachi Satapathy EJECTED. November 11, 2017 ^ Mehjabi Siddiqui: I'm from Bigg Boss 11 because of Hina Khan. November 14, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Who is Lucinda Nicholas? Profile, biography, photos and videos. October 4, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Know Who Lucinda Nicholas
Is. October 12, 2017 ^ BIGG BOSS 11: SHOCKING! Lucinda Nicholas gets in a sudden ea outing. October 16, 2017 ^ Sapna Choudhary-Bigg Boss 11 Contestant: Biography. October 2, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Sapna Choudhary gets kicked out of the house. November 26, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Former Splitsville
contestant Priyank Sharma has confirmed his entry into the controversial house?. September 2017 ^ BIGG BOSS 11: Priyank Sharma ejected for slapping Akash Dadlani twice. October 7, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: After being ejected by Salman Khan, Priyank Sharma will return to the house. October 9, 2017 ^ I won't hold
back, but he will play smart: Priyank Sharma on re-entering Bigg Boss on October 11, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Priyank Sharma and Dhinchak Pooja to enter as wild card competitors. October 18, 2017 ^ Benafsha Soonawalla – Bigg Boss 11 Contestant: Biography. The time of India. October 3, 2017 ^ Interview: Benafsha
Soonawall's Ex-Roadies Hottie REVEALS the real reason for Bigg Boss 11's work. Daily Bhaskar. October 1, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Benafsha Soonawalla gets kicked out of the Salman Khan show. NOVEMBER 19, 2017 ^ BIGG 11 BOSS KICKS OUT CONTESTANT BENAFSH SOONAWALL: I'M DISAPPOINTED IN
MY CLOSE FRIENDS LUV TYAGI, HINA KHAN AND PRIYANKA SHARMA WHO STABBED ME WITH THEIR BACKS. November 21, 2017 ^ Negi, Shrishti (4 December 2017). Bigg Boss 11 Evicted Contestant Bandagi Kalra: My relationship with Puneesh is true, I'm sure my family will understand. News18. Date: 31
December 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Bandgi Kalra's boyfriend Dennis Nagpal to break up with her on national television?. India.com November 2017, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11 Eviction: Bandgi Kalra will be eliminated at Weekend Ka Vaar?. The Financial Express. 2 December 2017 ^ India, Press Trust (3 December 2017).
Bandagi Kalra &amp; Priya Rao kicked out of Bigg Boss 11. Business standard news. Date: 31 December 2017 ^ Sapna Chaudhari – Bigg Boss 11: Shilpa Shinde for Hina Khan, celelebs to be locked inside the house | The time of India. The time of India. Date: 31 December 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Hina Khan aka Akshara
from 'Yeh Rishta Kya Kehlata Hai' to be part of the show?. Last: September 15, 2017 at 12:05PM ^ Rocky is my greatest strength, he will miss most in bigg boss 11 house: Hina Khan. ^ Bigg Boss 11: Earning respect is more important than winning this show, says Hina Khan. January 15, 2018 ^ Bigg Boss 11 contestant
Vikas Gupta: Everything you wanted to know about Kaisa Yeh Yaariyan actor and producer. October 1, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Shilpa Shinde aka former Angoori from 'Bhabiji Ghar Par Hai' on the show?. August 4, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: I can't share a bed with anyone, says Shilpa Shinde. October 1, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11
winner Shilpa Shinde: I don't want to meet Hina Khan again in my life. January 15, 2018 ^ Here's what Dhinchak Pooja has to say about bigg boss 11 entering a Diwali special episode. The news service. October 19, 2017 ^ Dhinchak Pooja confirms that he is being approached for Chief Bigg; To perform in Hauz Khas!.
The movie won. Date: 31 July 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11 wildcard participant Dhinchak Pooja: Everything you need to know about the online sensation - Mumbai Mirror -. Mumbai Mirror. Last updated: November 15, 2017 at 12:05AM ^ Bigg Boss 11: Dhinchak Pooja gets kicked off the show. November 5, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11
Eliminated contestant Dhinchak Pooja: Vikas Gupta is manupulative, Hina Khan dominates – exclusive. November 6, 2017 ^ Sapna Chaudhary Wiki: Bigg Boss 11, age, songs, dance videos and more!. SocioFreak, sociofreak. October 1, 2017 ^ Sshivani Durga Wiki: Age, husband, videos and facts to know about Tanrik
from Bigg Boss 11. SocioFreak, sociofreak. October 1, 2017 2017 ^ and b Competitors face outstanding nominations. The time of India. On October 11, 2017 ^ a b Akash Dadlani argues with all the sinners. The Indian Express. Last: October 15, 2017 at 12:05AM ^ Shilpa Shinde, Jyoti, Zubair, Arshi and Bandgi were
nominated. First stop. Last: October 15, 2017 at 12:05AM ^ Bigg Boss 11 Day 7: Priyank leaves the house and Zubair Khan gets ejected as a 'Golmaal again' team spice up The Weekend of Ka Vaar with Salman Khan!. October 9, 2017 ^ Bigg Boss 11: Sshivani Durga becomes the second contestant to be ELIMINATED
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